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automation studio test studio the test studio acts as a test tool
software solution for hydraulic and electrical projects. it provides

graphical tools for testing hydraulic and electrical projects. the test
studio is a software solution for testing hydraulic and electrical

projects. qcad design studio the qcad design studio acts as a qcad
design solution for hydraulics, pneumatics, electrical, automation

and controls projects. it provides graphical tools for designing
hydraulic, pneumatics, electrical, automation and controls projects.

automation studio project documentation the project
documentation acts as a documentation tool software solution for

hydraulic, pneumatics, electrical, automation and controls projects.
it provides graphical tools for documenting hydraulic, pneumatics,
electrical, automation and controls projects. famic technologies is

the creator of the autosim software suite. the suite offers industrial
simulation software for simulating the behavior of industrial

systems. the suite is available for the simulation of hydraulic,
pneumatic, electrical, and automation systems. with famic

technologies, you get autosim 3 - a 3d interactive multi-user
simulation engine that delivers a revolutionary 3d simulation for
hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, and automation applications.
autosim 3 is also an important tool for education and training.

autosim 3 is the leading 3d simulation engine for hydraulic,
pneumatic, electrical, and automation applications. autosim 3
combines powerful simulation with user-friendly interfaces. the
most popular features are 3d visualizations of the plant, system

dynamics, device models, boundary conditions and interfaces, all
with full support for simulation and analysis of hydraulic,

pneumatic, electrical, and automation applications.
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charbel nasr, president of famic technologies, said we are proud to
deliver the automation studio version 6.2, which brings the

flexibility users require with its unique features such as the block
diagram module and the enhanced translation manager. the

addition of the block diagram broadens the simulation spectrum in
automation studio to develop customized components with

mathematical models, while the translation manager allows to
communicate schematics in users preferred language. what is the
automation studio 6.0? this software has been released by famic
technologies and was developed by company technicians to allow

users to design circuits without any difficulty. the software can work
on most of the devices. famic technologies is a renowned company

in the field of digital hardware simulation. the company offers a
wide range of software for its customers for the purpose of

simulation and training. it has a team of smart and highly qualified
personnel who design software by keeping in mind the market

trends. this software is available in both mac and windows versions.
software automation studio 6.0 includes many features which allow

you to design your electronic circuits easily. this software is a
hardware simulator which allows you to design the circuits based
on your own specifications. the circuit diagrams can be saved in

any format such as an excel file, pdf file, etc. the software is
compatible with the windows and mac operating systems.

automation studio can simulate a wide range of control systems,
including hardware, software and hybrid solutions. it also includes a

rich library of symbols for control systems, plots, sensors and all
major parameters. 5ec8ef588b
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